Johnson Sweeps to Easy Victory

4 Professors To Visit Areas

The "Meet Your Professor" program has invited four professors to attend informal discussions at 7:30 p.m., today, Morris S. Eames, associate professor of philosophy, will speak at Saluki Arms, W. Murray St.

Area 7 will be represented by the International House, 606 W. College St., and La Casa, 208 W. Cherry St. Clark L. Allen, professor of economics, will be the guest at the International House. Gerhard H. Magnus, professor of history, will be the guest of La Casa.

D. Harold Amos, associate professor of geology, will be the guest of Little Egypt Ag Coop, 506 W. Mill St.

Clark L. Allen, professor of political science, will be the guest of Little Egypt Ag Coop, 506 W. Mill St.

Four Weeks Left To Preregister
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Last-Minute Survey

Campus Polls Predicted Johnson Victory; Percy Was Favored to Win Governorship

A last-minute polling of a dozen students Tuesday morning showed Johnson commanding a lead in the presidential race and Percy leading in the gubernatorial race.

Of those who predicted a Johnson victory four said they either believed the polls were correct or they were Democrats and believed their party would win. They had specific reasons.

Donald R. Williams, a senior from Norris City, Ill., said he thought Johnson would win because "his campaign is based on sounder facts."

Don I. W. Rathmacher, a junior from Wabash, Ill., said Johnson seemed to be the most popular man.

"People have a distance for Johnson, but not that much," said Joe A. Schwerter, a senior from Peoria, Ill., in predicting a victory for the incumbent President.

"People don't want to change," said Richard D. Johnson, a research assistant from Rockford, Ill., "They mistrust Goldwater. Also the choice of Humphrey for vice presidential candidate will help the Democrats. He is better known than Miller."

Raymond A. Tackett, a junior from Decatur, Ill., said he thought the election would go either way.

One student had a reason for Goldwater being elected. Kathy M. Gurn, a freshman from Cobden, Ill., said "Goldwater will surprise the polls. The majority believe in him."

One other young lady said she thought Goldwater would win, but she preferred not to give her name. "I don't like him that much," she said.

Charles H. Percy was predicted to win the governorship over incumbent governor Otto Kernan by five of nine who would hazard a guess. One said she thought Kernan would lose and three felt it would be a toss-up.

Schwerter predicted that "there will be a lot of split tickets both ways in the gubernatorial election." Williams and the nameless Goldwater supporter also felt it would be close.

The single prediction of a Kernan victory came from Phylis Parish, supervisor of the Roman Room in the Union Center. She said she thought her party would win because "they have an agenda for the House by a bigger margin than they now have.

Johnson Swept by Maine and (Continued on Page 6)
Television Crews and Cameras Suffer at Frigid Grid Games

By Ben Kinnamon

What to wear to a football game creates a problem for many a student, even more so to a WSIU TV cameraman. Since WSIU began televising home football games, a number of problems and situations have arisen that the viewer never really learns about.

Like the time the TV crew went out to McAndrew Stadium to videotape an interview with football coach Don Shroyer and the players, and water ran out of the permanent TV camera cables.

Luckily, the engineers learned about this trouble early enough to fix it before the interview.

David B. Rochelle, producer of all home football game telecasts, learned about this trouble out of the permanent game creates a problem for the equipment in case of rainfalls for each month of the year; the highest temperature for each month; and the average temperature for the year.

The annual mean temperature for each month is calculated by taking the average of the monthly maximum and minimum temperatures.

The average temperature for the year is calculated by taking the average of the monthly mean temperatures.

The record rainfall in a 24-hour period is 3.77 inches, which occurred on May 22, 1957.

The lowest temperature ever recorded in Carbondale was -24 degrees; the highest is 113 degrees.

The wettest October was in 1910, with 10.27 inches of rain. The driest October was in 1924, with .08 inches of rain.

The highest temperature for Oct. 31 was 86 degrees in 1950.

The lowest temperature for Oct. 31 was 20 degrees in 1925.

The coldest month ever recorded in Carbondale occurred on January, 1918.

The warmest month ever recorded, averaging 85.1 degrees, was August 1930.

The mean annual temperature for Carbondale is 57.8 degrees.

The record rainfall in a 24-hour period is 3.77 inches, which occurred on May 22, 1957.

The lowest temperature ever recorded in Carbondale is -24 degrees; the highest is 113 degrees.

This list could go on. These are only a few examples of the details that the SUI Climatology Lab handles daily.

Climatology Lab Charts High, Low Temperatures

The wetttest October was in 1910, with 10.27 inches of rain. The driest October was in 1924, with .08 inches of rain.

The highest temperature for Oct. 31 was 86 degrees in 1950.

The lowest temperature for Oct. 31 was 20 degrees in 1925.

The coldest month ever recorded in Carbondale occurred on January, 1918.

The warmest month ever recorded, averaging 85.1 degrees, was August 1930.

The mean annual temperature for Carbondale is 57.8 degrees.
Activities

Christian Fellowship, Interpreters to Meet

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meets at 11 a.m. in Room 9 of the University Center.

Alpha Phi Omega will meet at 8 a.m. in Room 1 of the University Center.

Women's Basketball Association Hockey group meets at 4 p.m. at the Park Street Pool.

The Judo Club will meet at 5 p.m. at the Arena Concourse.

Aquettes will meet at 5:30 tonight in the University Pool.

Interpretor's Theater will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.

The Illinois Civic Defense Agency will meet at 7 tonight in Room 154 at the Agriculture Building.

The Home Economics Club will meet at 7 p.m. in the Family Living Lounge of the Home Economics Building.

The Young Republicans will meet at 7:30 in Room 41 at the Morris Library Auditorium.

The Young Democrats will meet at 7:30 tonight in the Agriculture Seminar Room.

The University Center Programming Board Development Committee meets at 7:30, in Room G of the University Center.

Sponsors Lecture

"Slack Banners"

6 p.m.

Southern Players will meet at 7:15 p.m. in Room 304 of Old Main.

Pi Sigma Epsilon meets at 7:30 tonight in Davis Auditorium.

The UCPB Recreation Committee meets at 8 p.m. in Room E of the University Center.

UCPB Service Committee meets at 9 p.m. in Room B of the University Center.

The Speleological Society will meet at 9 tonight in Room D of the University Center.

The Campus Judicial Board will meet at 9 p.m. in Room R at the University Center.

Zeta Phi Eta officers will meet at 9 tonight in Room B of the University Center.

Broadcasting Story Set on WSIU-FM

The British and Canadian Broadcasting Services will present dramatic documentaries about their history and place at 10 a.m. today on WSIU-FM.

Other programs include:

8 a.m. The Morning Show, with host Guy Olsen and newsmen Larry Rodkin and Rich Trowbridge.

10:30 a.m. Pop Concert, host, Merle Sapp.

12:30 p.m. News Report. A roundup of national, international and local news presented by Frank Kraf.

2:45 p.m. Man and the Molecule. The American Chemical Society presents its regular weekly summary from the world of science and medicine.

2:45 p.m. The Keyboard with David Brook.

5:30 p.m. News Report, National, international and local news and weather.

8 p.m. Georgetown Forum. Nationally prominent figures meet to discuss topics of current significance.

Sudsy Dubby

self-service laundry

WASH 20c

DRY 10c
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PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS TALK TO INTERESTED STUDENTS AT A BOOTH IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

Peace Corps Takes Aim at Misconceptions...

Kills Rumors About Test, Draft Status, Etc.

One of the main objectives of Peace Corp members presently on campus is to dispel false beliefs concerning the organization and how it functions.

One of the big fallacies connected with the Peace Corps is that a person has to pass the physical and mental test to be accepted.

Another misconception is the idea that a person must be a college graduate.

According to Miss Sally Wells, director of the National Speakers Bureau for the Corps, about 80 per cent of the members are liberal arts and science students, and about 50 per cent have degrees.

The basic requirements for entering the Peace Corps are American citizenship, and an 18 or over age requirement with no upper age limit. Married couples are eligible if they have no dependents under 18 years of age.

One question interesting most young men considering the Corps is the draft. How will draft status be affected by working with the volunteer group?

Time and work in the Corps will not release a person from his military obligation.

Volunteers are usually deferred during their Corps service.

The tour of duty with the Corps is two years, with an opportunity to sign up for two more years in a different country.

Peace Corps members pay $175 a month while on assignment and in training.

This is not sent to the volunteers, but is deposited in a bank until they return. This comes to a savings account of $1,800 by the end of two years.

The workers are also given a living allowance while in training and at work. This is for personal use and is based on the amount the volunteer's counter-parts would be making in the various countries.
Teacher’s Dismay at Ghetto Conditions Rings False

White Teacher in a Black Setting

By Dewitt Adams, Jr.


The dust jacket of this semi-fictionalized narrative describes it as an "explosive yet compassionate account of what a young idealistic white man faced during his two years and two months in two majority Negro schools in Los Angeles." This is hardly the case.

The story, even the fictional nature of the author and characters, is beyond question. Many of the facts about Negro school systems and some of their pupils have been reported before, in almost every conceivable form, by much more experienced and reliable observers than Mr. Kendall. If the reviewer had not the evidence it eluded this reviewer who kept hoping that somewhere in the 241 pages the author would give off some spark of sympathetic insight about the Negro pupils and, hopefully, display some insight into the situation that might have been the beginning of wisdom.

Mr. Kendall, as his narrative so unintentionally but so devastatingly discloses, is terrifyingly vain, presumptuous and ignorant man. Coming from European ethnic background and climbing the ladder to his current status -- success, he is status-striving in the extreme, bent on proving to the world that surface attitudes and manner of those who have only recently come into his life. By comparing himself inversely with his Negro school pupils, he strives to reinforce a tenuous feeling of superiority he has considered "racism," the 200 percent type, and that what he has to witness is an alien philosophy to his alienated Negro charges on great figures in American history.

Reviewed by

Wilson Record

Department of Sociology

Southern Illinois Plant Life Described

mostly slave-owning whites, and on the importance of slaves to the economy as a whole.

Such behavior can be understood, even when one recognizes that status striving can disrupt, if not prevent, the teacher’s applying professional principles and skills in suitable context. The incomprehensible to Mr. Kendall’s insufferable self-righteous approach to his continuously being “abducted” by the day-to-day facts of life in the Negro community.

Where has been the professional training, which like that of a maiden auras discovering sin? Why the apparent neglect of the child of the teaching profession so steadily thrust into Babylon? What acquaintance did he make with ideas about social and cultural differences in educators? Was the teaching profession being at least a part of the problem.

Possibly the teacher-training institutions failed in Mr. Kendall’s eyes. However, he is not quite as innocent as he first appears. His dislike for Negro school and his contempt for Negro slums has a certain theistic undertone that almost shines the plonkiness.

Many of the deplorable conditions at the Negro schools and Negro slums that Mr. Kendall tries to link to “progressive education,” and, never bothers to define but which he invokes periodically to provide a false style of the radical right critics of curriculum and philosophy in school integration. His characterizations of hard-hearted administrators and teachers with whom he worked are overdrawn and with one or two exceptions, quite unbelievable. His feelings are mixed, and evil is abundant. In one of his few moments of candor, Mr. Kendall asks us that some of the situations described are only partial because he was "literally filled in a complex for the completeness." I can believe it, but I wonder just what standing Mr. Kendall achieved during his two years in the Negro slums of Los Angeles."
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Sanas Escapes Red Chinese ‘Hell’

The Eight Moon, by Sanan, as told to her sister, Bette Lore Kendall, and published by Harper and Row, 1964. 213 pp. $4.54.

Sanan knew nothing of the world outside China, but as a girl of seventeen she knew from her own observation and experience that there was little to lose in her life.

The planning and patience required to secure papers aliased under an assumed name, by an intense desire to be free and to rejoin her family, and to leave behind a social order that had been left behind at home. The family joined the father on a business trip to the United States, after the establishment of Mao Tse-tung and the Red China, was impossible to get the child out.

Sanan was adopted at the age of five by the White American woman who is now her mother. The Eighth Moon is the autobiography of this Chinese school girl. It contains believable insights into the living conditions of the people of China both before and after the Communist revolution. It cannot be garnered from it as recent as August, 1962. At that time she was arriving at her home after a seven year absence. In presenting the personal story of her author, Sanan, his sister, developed a delightful limp suspense plot. Would Mr. Kendall be the "black person" without papers?

Credibility of the experiences of life in China, an experience that the cause of the revolution. The Sanan’s special knowledge, the cause of the revolution.

And, learn and how to follow Chairman Mao’s edicts to be free of political error. But the campaigns to eat less, to work harder, the patches, renounce unbelief and enter into the spirit the departed and cleverly "executing" seven pages for a greater and glorious China failed to engage the child. Instead she became two people: the one she must to survive and the other, the stubborn, intelligent, independent, fun-loving young Sanssan who remains.

Sanan reported only experiences actually own, however, over the past seventeen years in China with a wide variety of people and public institutions. That she was so scarce the dead were draped in paper. In 1960-1961 one woman was disappeared. No rice or meat rations were permitted to lose in the region, would do well to their perambulation. Sanan took her hard work, illness, deprivations and woe with a minimum of rancor.

In talking about her friends, such as a young man who was a political error. But Sanan often come as a real surprise. The co-author, Bette Lore Kendall, who is trying to do logical things.

One day, he might return to acting in religious films. Since he frequently participates in religious films, and the nail scars in his hands, directors should have no difficulty in casting his properly.
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Western Illinois Plant Life Described

by J. W. Voigt and R. H. Mohlenbrock. Carbon-


Southern Illinois frequently is reported in various texts as Illinois orks. To the person who assumes that all of Illinois is the area around Champaign or Springfield, this region’s rolling country and ancient, the heavily-forested lands, and the marked relief often come as a real surprise. This little volume from the SIU Press was written to serve as a guide to the plant life of this area.

The beginning section, entitled “The Setting,” deals with the region in terms of geology, geography, history, and general vegetation characteristics. In it, the authors present both the many facets of environment which plants must contend. They present a great deal of information for the student of plant ecology. Included are discussions of the methodology of ecological surveys and of taxonomic studies.

Finally, the endemi species are treated in section which classified them according to their community associations. They are listed in “Deep Swamps,” “Silt-hold Swamps,” “The River Bluff” and many more. The book achieves the purpose of bringing general con-
Illinois Artist Shows Works at SIU Gallery

Fairfield Porter, of Winnetka, Has 32 Paintings on Exhibit

Thirty-two paintings by Fairfield Porter are on display in the Mr. and Mrs. John Russell Mitchell Gallery. The exhibition includes Calm Morning, Jerry at the Piano, the Garden Road, the Porch Door, and 28 others.

Porter, an Illinois-born artist, poet and art critic, lectured last Monday evening in Davis Auditorium. He presented the second lecture in the University Gallery's 1964-65 public lecture series.

A native of Winnetka, Porter now lives in New York City. He studied at the Art Students League in New York under Thomas Benton, and graduated from Harvard. Porter served as editorial associate on the staff of Art News for seven years and as art critic of The Nation in 1959. His book "Thomas Eakins" was published in 1959 also.

The display in Mitchell Gallery constitutes Porter's first one-man show in the Midwest.

Other exhibitions include the Dayton Art Museum, Yale University Art Gallery, the Pennsylvania Academy Annual, and the Whitney Museum of American Art Annuals.
An and they have been...

Thurmond Charges False Report
Made of Casualties in Viet Nam

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., said Monday night he had received information "on reliable authority" that casualties in last Saturday night's raid on a South Viet Nam air base amounted to 300 to 400 persons. He declined to name his source of information or say how many casualties were Americans.

Earlier in the day, Thurmond said "many more" Americans were killed in the mortar attack at the Bien Hoa air base than were announced. In Washington, Atty. Secretary of Defense Arthur Sylvester said "the report is absolutely untrue."

In the first statement, Thurmond declined to disclose a specific number of dead, but told a news conference he had sent a messenger to Washington to "verify this report that has reached me."

The Army announced that four Army men were killed.

CHICAGO — Gov. Otto Kerner pushed from behind Tuesday night to wrest an early lead from Charles H. Percy in their neck-and-neck Senate race for Illinois governorship.

Kerner, running strong in Chicago and several downstate industrial areas, surged into the lead over industrialist Percy when the vote tabulation passed the one-quarter mark.

With 33 per cent of the state's 10,329 precincts reporting, Kerner amassed 762,584 votes to 723,915 for Percy.

Percy, 45, energetic protege of former president Eisenhower, took the early lead which was based mainly on returns from normally Republican Cook County suburban areas.

Kerner, 56, seeking his first Senate term, was seeking to become Illinois' first Negro senator.

Kerner's vote was running 50.5 per cent statewide -- 59.1 per cent in Cook County and 51.9 per cent downstate.

With 33 per cent of the precincts reporting, Johnson polled 921,515 to 614,249 for Goldwater. In 2,948 Cook County precincts, Johnson led Goldwater 841,977 to 567,856.

Early returns showed Johnson ahead by better than 5 to 1.

Johnson led Goldwater with 59 per cent in Cook County and 66 per cent in scattered downstate precincts.

Kerner led in early returns from normally Democratic St. Clair County and held the early lead in Rock Island County, a borderline area politically.

Johnson Tops Goldwater;
Major Changes in Senate

(Continued from Page 1)

Vermont, the only two states where Franklin D. Roosevelt missed in his classic sweep, was the first Democratic president in history to carry Vermont.

As reports came in from the North and Midwest, the stories often were monotonously the same: Johnson, elevated so dramatically and tragically to the White House just 11 months ago, was carrying towns that always before had gone Republican.

It was too early to get much of a line on why the vote went as it did.

But an electronic vote analysis in selected precincts, North and South, showed the anticipated heavy Negro backing for Johnson.

In Maryland, he got 96 per cent of the Negro vote in the precincts analyzed, 32 per cent more than John F. Kennedy got in 1960.

Analyzed returns from other states, and the percentage of gain over Kennedy's showing included:

New Jersey, 90 per cent and 18 per cent.

Connecticut, 92 and 17.

Kentucky, 93 and 30.

And in the District of Columbia, now predominantly Negro and voting in a presidential election for the first time in 84 years, the results were the same.

Early returns showed Johnson ahead by more than 5 to 1.

The Far West and Mountain States were still to be heard from -- and they have been areas where Goldwater strength was supposed to be heavy.

But on the basis of the returns in mid-evening it looked like it could be a landslide.

Democrats won continued control of the Senate and moved into a commanding lead in the battle for the House.
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Wilson Condemned by Conservative Wing

New Prime Minister Reports
Plans to Nationalize Steel

LONDON -- Prime Minister Harold Wilson's new Labor government announced Thursday a sweeping program of social change. Then Wilson opened a turbulent policy debate that brought a Conservative motion condemning him.

The motion, which amounts to a censure, assailed the prime minister calling for "parliamentary leper" the Conservative who defeated the new foreign secretary, Patrick Gordon Walker.

The task broke out after Queen Elizabeth II had read the traditional speech to Parliament outlining a Labor prime program including state action to take over the steel industry and urban building land.

In the first full-scale debate of Britain's Parliament, Wilson recalled that Gordon Walker, had been beaten in Britain's Oct. 15 election by a Conservative, P. H. S. Grif­fiths. "The latter accused Griffiths of fanning racial hatred. The electoral district of Griffiths, near Birmingham, has many colored immigrants.

Wilson asserted the Smith­ wick result would leave a lasting brand on the "Conservative party." He quoted Sir Alec Douglas­Home, former prime minister, to disown Griffiths. If Douglas­Home had not disowned Griffiths, Wilson continued, then "it's themselves Conservatives who have toered the poll, or held back as their member one who, until a further general election restores him to office, may be capably here as a parliamentary member.

At that pandemonium burst loose. Conservatives cried "Shame! Disgraceful!"

Wilson stood unmoved.

Griffiths, Douglas­Home sat silent, gazing at the high ceiling of the House of Commons. It was later that six angry Conservatives filed their motion against Wilson, an unprecedented move against the head of a new government.

It took more than 15 minutes for the uproar to subside. A score of Conservative lawmakers walked out of the chamber in disgust.

International Red Meeting Still Planned

MOSCOW -- The new Kre­mlin regime indicated Monday it will push ahead with plans for an international Communist meeting in December to ex­plore avenues toward unity of the world Communist camps.

The meeting, as originally planned, was to be a prepara­tory one looking toward a later meeting or representatives of all the world's 90 Communist parties.

Despite Red China's avowed intention--while Nikita Khrus­chev remained in power--to boycott the preparatory meet­ting, there have been hints that Peking might now send rep­resentatives, if only to test Soviet intentions, since Khrus­chev has been deposed.

Kremlin intentions to go ahead with the December meeting were made public in a communique issued after talks with visiting Austrian Communist leaders.

It said the Austrian and Soviet Communists "emphasized the necessity of attain­ing solidarity of the ranks of the International Communist and workers parties and the merging of the Editorial Commission."

Khruschev had sought a preparatory meeting of "editorial commission" members -- representatives of 26 national Communist parties. The Editorial Commission is made up of those who framed the 1960 Moscow Declaration, a blueprint then for world Communist strategy.

Mariner 3 Mars Shot
Set for This Morning

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.--Mars, the puzzling red planet which may be inhabited by a basic form of life, became one of the United States plans today to launch the first of two Project Mariner spacecraft to probe some of its mysteries.

Mariner 3 is scheduled to blast off during a 60-minute period starting at 11:47 p.m.

Mariner 4, which is being readied on an adjacent launching pad, is to be fired later in the month--the date depending on how well Mariner 3 fares in the early stages of its flight.

The Soviet Union also ex­pected to launch at least one probe toward Mars during the present favorable period, which extends the month of November.

Russia previously an­nounced that a Mars satel­lite and acknowledged losing radio contact with it before it got half-way to its target in 1962.

Able­Agena D rockets are to propel the Mariner payloads outwards on 81/2-month jour­neys across 350 million miles of space. Each is to pass 100,000 miles of Mars next July, snapping 22 television pictures and gathering scientific information on atmos­pheric pressure, radia­tion, magnetic field strength and cosmic dust.

The Mariners are not in­tended to determine if life exists. They are to provide engineers with data needed for designing capsules which the U.S. hopes to land on Mars in 1969 to search for living matter.

Why a Girl Reads Playboy

Playboy has received more honors, awards, and certifi­cates of merit for its art, photo­graphy, printing and design dur­ing the last half dozen years than almost any other magazine, according to its editor.

Some of the finest authors are to be found between the covers of Peking - E. Hemingway, Bertrand Russell, Arthur C. Clarke, Ayn Rand, . . .

Your Playboy Representative

LOY S. JETLY

will be in Area II in the .exec. Center on Wed., Thurs., Fri, Nov. 4, 5, 6, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

When Mike Pyle goes skiing...

"Chap Stick" goes along!

"Any guy who spends as much time outdoors as I generally needs 'Chap Stick'" says the Chicago Bears' star center. "For me, it's a necessity. Why the real raw Sundays on the field, not summer practice, and winter skiing off-season, my lips used to get weatherbeaten twelve months a year. But a couple of swipes with 'Chap Stick' and my lips feel great--it helps heal them fast!"
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John Birch Society Planning
New Office in Chicago Suburb

GLENVIEW, Ill.--The John Birch Society, says it will open Midwest regional offices in this Chicago suburb Dec. 1. Roger Morrison, the society's regional public relations director, said the office will be "a center for recruitment, administration and information.

The society operates the American Opinion Library, a bookstore near the office site.

Harry Truman Among
Early Voting Crowd

ANDEPENDENCE, Mo. -- Harry S. Truman was among the early voters today.

The 80-year-old former president, carrying a cane, walked to the polling place three blocks from his home and cast his ballot at 6:30 a.m.

Winter Olympics, 1964

Olympic winter games are to be held in Japan's capital from Feb. 23 until March 3.

Kicking Off the Games

Kicking off the games is the teams' parade through the Olympic Park.

Winter Games...
The Department of Geography at SIU has turned British this year, with the addition of three English geographers to its ranks. The new faculty members are Richard Lawton, senior lecturer at the University of Liverpool; John H.G. Lebon, professor from the University of London; and R. John Rice of the University of Leicester. Southern's geography students are now taking to stride the crisp, precise accent of native English lecturers. The Englishmen, meanwhile, are foregoing tea and crumpets for the American coffee break and are getting accustomed to the American system of driving automobiles.

However, Rice admits the American accent. He says the compactor model car he drives now is overpowering in comparison to the English compact model he drove at home. A specialist in physical and historical geography, he has been named visiting professor of geography at SIU for the current school year. The information and a large number of students with diverse background and interests at Southern contrast sharply with the smaller number of selected students (about 1,600) at the University of Leicester where he has been a faculty member since 1959, Rice says.

Ag Co-op Coffee Hour

Little Egypt Agriculture Cooperative is sponsoring a coffee hour for faculty members and students interested in the cooperative. The social will take place at 10 a.m. Wednesday in the Agriculture Building Seminar Room.

Monday, November 9:

UNION ELECTRIC CO., St. Louis; Seeking accounting and administrative trainees.

FEDERAL-MOGUL- BOWER BEARINGS, INC., Detroit, Michigan; Seeking marketing, accounting, management, and engineering seniors for various training programs.

Tuesday, November 10:

U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION, St. Louis; Seeking chemists and science seniors for positions of Inspectors and Chemists.

FEDERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., Decatur, Ill; Seeking business and liberal arts seniors in the insurance marketing management programs.

ALTON BOX BOARD CO., ALTON, Ill; Seeking business, liberal arts, and engineering seniors for manufacturing, accounting, and marketing training programs.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO., Skokie, Ill; Seeking business and liberal arts seniors for sales, underwriting, claims, administration training.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio; Seeking chemistry seniors and graduate students for research, development, and production assignments.

Yellows - are sought by people of thought

Yellow Cab Co., Inc.

Phone 457-8121

Education Group

Meets Thursday

The Association for Community Education will meet 7:30 p.m. Thursday, in Room 110 of the University School. Isaac P. Brackett, chairman of the Speech Corrections Department, will be the speaker.

The meeting is open to the public.
Grad Students Urged to Take Record Exam Offered Nov. 21

Seniors and graduate students planning to attend a graduate school at another college or university are advised to take the Graduate Record Exam to be given Nov. 21, Davis T. Kenney, acting dean of the Graduate School.

Due to the necessity of students vioating hunting regulations, post-doctoral fellowships are available to faculty and pay $5,500 for 12 months plus dependency allowance.

Graduate applications are due Nov. 30. Applications are available from the Fellowship Office, National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C., 20418.

Conference Open

To SIU Writers

From Carbondale

Students and staff of SIU are invited to attend the fifth annual Writers' Conference, being held at SIU's Alton Center Saturday.

The registration fee has been cut to $5.50 for SIU students and staff. A bus will leave the University Center at 6:30 a.m. Saturday for Alton and return that evening.

Sessons of the regional conference will be devoted to the novel, short story, poetry, playwriting, nonfiction for magazines, company and industrial publications and writing for the juvenile audience.

Among 17 consultants who will assist are Ruth Collins of St. Louis, who has been writing for 40 years; Brent Locke, author of books for juveniles; and Frank R. Samuel, whose fiction and articles have appeared in such magazines as Saturday Evening Post, Toronto Star Weekly, and Christian Herald.

Charles D. Neal, director of the department of teacher training at SIU, will discuss the avocation of writing how-to-do-it articles for national magazines like Popular Mechanics and a series of juvenile books.

Also from the Carbondale campus are J. J. Leonard, assistant professor, and Leon Bennett, instructor in the English Department.

No Cycles, Guns

At Wildlife Refuge

Complaints of student conduct at the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge have led the Security Office to issue a warning to SIU students.

Students are warned not to ride motorcycles on the beaches and sodded areas, said Don F. Ragsdale, assistant security officer.

Ragsdale also warned that hunting of water fowl with rifles will not be permitted. He said several instances of students violating hunting regulations have been reported.
Kristoff Aims at ’68 Games; Must First Finish Education

Larry Kristoff wants another shot at an Olympic gold medal.

The walking, 230-pound Saluk wrestler who finished seventh in wrestling competition at the Tokyo Olympic

Football Playoffs To Begin Today

Intramural flag football playoffs start today with two games scheduled to start at 4:15 p.m.

The Convicts, winners in Off-Campus 5, will meet the Huns, winners in Off-Campus 3. Both teams led their respective leagues in scoring and defense.

The other playoff game will find the Patos Overdue Men’s Residence Halls 1 champions, against Abbott 2nd, Men’s Residence Halls 2 champions, Abbott 2nd has the distinction of outscoring all intramural teams as they accumulated 143 points in regular-season play.

Moslems Get Pictures Taken

The Moslem Students Association will meet at 6:30 p.m. today in the Agriculture Arena for Obelisk pictures.

All Moslem students are urged to be present.

Can Shaughnessy Fill the Track Shoes of British Imports, Cornell and Turner?

By Joe Cook

Track coach Lew Hartzog has, in recent years, not only produced winning track teams, he has given them an unusual international flair.

First he imported two outstanding runners from England, Brian Turner and Bill Cornell, who have been the mainstays on the team for several years.

Now he has turned to another country -- Canada -- for help to bolster this year's squad which no longer has the services of Turner and which will lose Cornell at the end of the season.

The new Canadian import is Danny Shaughnessy, a 5-foot-9 135-pound freshman from Alliston, Canada.

Shaughnessy started running when he was in high school.

"It was the one sports event I could do well," Shaughnessy explained modestly.

While in high school, Shaughnessy set the Canadian high school records in the mile, 880, 1,500, and their 15-month-old son.

He is Canadian

LEW HARTZOG

Wood of catch in his spikes three quarters of a mile from the finish line.

Two weeks later in Washington Park, Chicago, where the Salukis faced the University of Chicago track club, he set a course record by running the four mile course in 8:57.

Although Shaughnessy’s long-range goal is to make the 1968 Olympic team, his immediate goal is to improve both his speed and distance.

There is one other problem that neither Hartzog nor Shaughnessy cares to discuss -- the reaction of fans to the youthful runner.

Hartzog, at 5-11, 170, is his track team at SIU, many fans consider him the heir-apparent to the track laurels won over the years by Cornell and Turner. And they probably will be watching him with a more critical eye than they watch their teammates, to see if he does as well as the coach’s first two imports.

Intramural Schedule of Month Lists Swimming, Basketball

The Intramural Office has scheduled a swimming meet to be held at 2:30 p.m. Nov. 21 in the University Pool.

The swimming events include the 50-yard freestyle, 50-yard backstroke, 50-yard butterfly, 50-yard breaststroke, and the 200-yard free-style relay.

All participants must have a medical permit from the Health Service on file.

Athletic chairmen are reminded that these medical permits and team or individual entry blanks must be turned into the Intramural Office prior to Nov. 20.

Motorcycle Club To Meet Sunday

Cyclesport Inc., a recently organized motorcycle club, will meet at 3 p.m. Sunday at Speede Cycle Service, west of Carbondale.

Matt Hall, holder of Speede Service, said the club was organized to promote the sport of motorcycle racing and develop a workable plan for the use and control of cycles at SIU.

Anyone interested is invited to attend the meeting and any of the club’s other meetings, which are scheduled for the second Sunday of each month, Hall said.

DANNY SHAUGHNESSY

BILL CORNELL

BRIAN TURNER

HEARD CYCLE RIDERS ATTENTION! You are welcomed and urged to attend the next meeting of CYCLESPORT, Inc., local cycle club for the Carbondale area.

This gathering will be held at the Speede Cycle Service, west of Carbondale, on November 8 at 3 p.m. Bring your bikes and cycles and join the fun and ride our trails after the meeting.

VEATH SPORTS MART

SWEATSHIRTS BOWLING SHOES HARRY IVES BARBELES

PHONE 457-5421 OPEN 5 TO 9 P.M. WEEK DAYS 9 TO 9 SATURDAYS

CARBONDALE LOCATED ON JACKSON CLUB ROAD 600 FT. OF OLD ROUTE 13

CYCLE INSURANCE

718 N. IL "Meet the Campus"

$335.00

PLUS VAT

$249.00

Also available at a new low price, the "Fun" cycle, YAMAHA TSL 80 for just $249.00. Only two of these available at this price so hurry!

May 1964

DEALER IN CARBONDALE

SPEEDE - SERVICE

PHONE 457-5421

OPEN 5 TO 9 P.M. WEEK DAYS

9 TO 9 SATURDAYS

800 ILL CYCLE HEADQUARTERS

CARBONDALE

November 4, 1964

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Spirted Yearlings
Outpass Evansville

The Saluki freshman football squad emerged from its season record to 3-1 with its 21-13 victory over Evansville in Engineering Stadium Saturday.

The Evansville team, composed of freshmen, sophomores and juniors as opposed to the SIU freshmen, led Southern in rushing with 19 yards in comparison to 71.

However, the Salukis came back strong to lead in yardage gained with pass completions.

The SIU freshman on the arm of Charles Bennett, completed 7 of 26 passes for a total of 171 yards.

The opponent connected four of 10 attempts to gain 30 yards.

Another achievement by the Salukis was in the individual play of Ron Thomas.

The 120 yards lost was an indication of the team's strength.

SIU scored all of its 21 points in the second quarter, while Evansville hit for seven in the second quarter and nine in the fourth.

Richard Selover scored the first two SIU touchdowns; the first on a one-yard run and the second on a five-yard run.

Ron Thomas' attempt to kick the extra point was blocked after the first score, but he was successful in the second.

The third touchdown came when John Ference intercepted an Evansville pass and ran 90 yards for the score.

Selover ran the ball over for a two-point gain after the touchdown.

Evansville made its points in a 43-yard run by Don Burke and a 22-yard pass on a pass interception by Mike Doan.

Leading receiver for the Salukis was Ference with two pass completions for 116 yards.

Cage Officials
To Meet Tonight

For all students wishing to officiate intramural basketball, there will be an Illinois High School Association basketball rules interpretation meeting at 8 p.m. today at Carbondale Community High School.

All basketball officials are required by the intramural office to attend two meetings. This will count as one.

Badminton Meet
Reset for Spring

The intramural badminton tournament which was originally scheduled to get under way this past week was postponed until spring quarter.

Texas Power Bests Salukis

Power running, and an occasional passing raid, stained the Bear-headed North Texas State's strongest football opponent Saturday, "Outstanding," in the Eagles' hard-fought 14-13 win over the Salukis.

The Eagles--led by fleet back Chris Takake and strong fullbacks A.D. Whitfield, A.J. Wright and Jim Bowers--took control of the Salukis, 253 yards to 93 yards on the ground. Only a nine-point lead in defensive SIU defensive unit prevented the advantage of the aggressive Eagle backfield from literally running away with the game.

North Texas State's 178-pound senior from Richardson, Tex., was voted the post-game leading FCC Radio Exam
Is Slated for Thursday

Any student who does not want to take the Federal Communications Commission third radiotelephone license exam is urged to attend the preparation meeting at 7:30 p.m. today at the FCC radio, T-37, Richard M. Uray, co-ordinator of thru the Broadcasting Service, said.

Uray said that WSIU announced the broadcasting students and staff members are required to lay to have a third radiotelephone license with a broadcast endorsement to work at the station.

He said the FCC gives the exam once a quarter in St. Louis, and a bus will leave campus at 8 a.m. Thursday to take students to the examining office.

Persons interested in taking the exam must first visit Julian Emten at WSIU Radio.
Unbeaten Irish First in AP Poll After 40-0 Triumph Over Navy

Notre Dame, assured of its first national championship season since 1958, stormed to the top of The Associated Press major college football poll Tuesday, gaining a narrow margin over Ohio State, leader for the previous two weeks.

The revitalized Irish, unbeaten in six games, overcame 29 of 48 first-place votes and 460 points in the weekly poll of sportswriters and sportscasters. The Buckeyes, also 6-0, received 424 votes for the top spot and 424 points over-all.

Notre Dame moved to the front with a surprisingly easy 40-0 triumph over Navy Saturday. At the same time, Ohio State had trouble outlasting Iowa 21-19.

The next four teams in last week's ranks held their positions—Alabama third, Arkansas fourth, Nebraska fifth and Texas sixth, Oregon, No. 7 last week, dropped from 424 to 420 points over-all.

Notre Dame has six games remaining on its schedule. The Fighting Irish, who had been viewed as a pretender early in the year, are now a real contender.

The Irish have moved to the head of the nation's major college teams behind the record-breaking passing combination of quarterback John Huarte and end Jack Snow, neither of whom did anything outstanding last season.

"The ability was there, of course," said Parseghian, "but they never were able to distinguish themselves.

Top Ten teams with first-place votes in parentheses and points on a 10-0-0 basis:
1. Notre Dame (29) 460
2. Ohio State (II) 424
3. Alabama (7) 385
4. Arkansas (4) 310
5. Nebraska 259
6. Texas 173
7. Georgia Tech 174
8. Louisiana State 118
9. Florida 90
10. Purdue 85

Eye Injury to Idle Big O' 3 Games

CINCINNATI (AP) -- The Cincinnati Royals may have to play their next three National Basketball Association games without Oscar Robertson, the team's all-star player.

Robertson suffered an eye injury Sunday night when a Detroit Piston player jammed his finger into his left eye. It required 10 stitches to close the wound.

An eye specialist at Christ Hospital said the Big O suffered a mild contusion of the membrane covering the outer eye.

"You mean I can get more insurance later, even if I can't pass the physical at that time?"

RIGHT! The BENEFACtor, College Life's famous life insurance policy, designed for and sold exclusively to college men...

guarantees your insurability for additional insurance you may want to buy, even though your health or occupation changes.

It takes a big load off your mind to know you can buy more insurance later, even if you can't pass the physical. But this is only one of nine big benefits you get from THE BENEFACtor— all possible because College Life insures only college men and college men are preferred risks.

You get more for your money from THE BENEFACTOR. Ask your local College Life representative for full story.

DEL WEBB
dan topping

CBS Gets Yankees—And Yogi Berra, Too

NEW YORK (AP)—The New York Yankees have passed into the hands of CBS, Yogi Berra has put his shoulder in the hands of surgeons, and Whitey Ford has put his shoulder in the hands of surgeons, and Whitey Ford has put his shoulder in the hands of surgeons.

The much-discussed, much-criticized purchase of the Yankees by CBS became official Monday with only a terse, 54-word statement confirming the transaction that brought co-owners Dan Topping and Del Webb $11.2 million for 80 per cent of the club.

There had been speculation that the transaction might bring about an antitrust suit. The Justice Department has acknowledged that it is investigating the sale but has no indication as to its ultimate decision.

Under the terms of the deal, Topping remains president of the Yankees with a five-year contract while Ralph Hook, who was raised to vice president, will also continue as general manager.

Berra, who was not allowed to continue as manager and who was replaced by Johnny Keane, also has a two-year contract with the Yankees to serve as a special field consultant.

However, rumors still persisted that Berra might wind up coaching with Manager Casey Stengel of the New York Mets by serving as a coach under the former Yankee field boss.

The rumors were given added impetus by the disclosure that Berra's contract has a clause stipulating he is free to break the contract if he wants to.

The president of the Mets, George Weiss, announced last week that he had conferred with Berra about joining the National League club, Weiss said Berra, who is on a golfing vacation in Pinehurst, N.C., had asked for time to consider the offer.

Ford, the 36-year-old ace lefthander who lost the opening game of the World Series and did not pitch again, fin-tailed back into shape in a bullpen workout Saturday under the eye of Manager Tom Gorman.

Gorman will look at Berra's arm and decide whether he can return. Ford has a mild contusion of the elbow and a strain of the left shoulder.

Surgery was recommended after Ford's left arm was examined for five days by a team of specialists. Ford's future, however, remained clouded.

Surgery would have been a disaster for the team, only one of nine big benefits you get from THE BENEFACtor— all possible because College Life insures only college men and college men are preferred risks.

You get more for your money from THE BENEFACTOR. Ask your local College Life representative for full story.

THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

LARRY E. SUMMERS, WADE HALFORD
549-3426 Box 981
C'dale, Ill. 457-4254

The Original and Only Life Insurance Company Serving College Men Only